
Incorporated Village of Freeport – Freeport Police Department 
 
Selected Options for 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE 4WD POLICE PACKAGE 9C1 CK10706 
 
GBA   Exterior Color Black 
 
HOU Interior Black Cloth 
 

UTQ  CONTENT THEFT ALARM DISABLE - Flashing lamps and horn warning disable (To avoid inadvertent 

alarm activation this option is recommended for customers that do not intend on using keyless entry remote fobs) 

6E8  KEY COMMON - All vehicles in fleet, provides a single key cut with a specific code that is common to the 

door lock and ignition of all the vehicles in the vehicle fleet; this key code is an alternate to SEO 6E2 key common, 

complete vehicle fleet; An unlimited number of ignition keys may be programmed to a vehicle. Not compatible with 

Caprice or Impala. Not compatible with 2014 or older Tahoe. 

AMF  KEY FOBS - Fleet Package includes 4 additional key fobs and mechanical keys. Key fobs are not 

programmed. Each additional key fob must be programmed together by the customer or a dealer at customer 

expense. Key fob programming is not a warranty item. See programming remote key fob instructions shown on 

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT page. Requires 6E2/6E8 

T53  LAMPS – Alternate flashing Red and Blue rear compartment liftgate warning lamps (visible when liftgate is 

open) and controlled by liftgate -mounted switch or ground wire in upfitter harness connected to customer 

switching. 

UDA  ONSTAR - Deactivated (does not delete Bluetooth). Deletes (UE1) OnStar and (VV4) 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot 

capable 

6N6  REAR DOOR LOCKS AND HANDLES INOPERATIVE - Rear power locks are inoperable at rear door but 

operate from drivers position, rear doors can be opened only from outside the vehicle 

6N5  REAR DOOR WINDOW SWITCHES INOPERATIVE - Rear windows only operate from drivers position. 

Window lockout switch remains illuminated in all positions when equipped with this feature 

6C7 LAMP, AUXILIARY DOME - Red and white auxiliary dome lamp is located on the headliner between front 

row seats (red is LED, white is INCANDESCENT) (wired independently from standard dome lamp) 

5T5  SEAT - Front cloth with vinyl rear seat (see front seats and interior trim illustration page for description) 

5Y1 20% FRONT CENTER SEAT DELETE WITH CLOTH 40/40 INDIVIDUAL SEATS (AZ3 & OPTION 5Y1) 

Deletes center seat to provide 15" of open floor space between driver and passenger seats. STANDARD 10-way 

power driver seat includes power lumbar with power recline and STANDARD 8-way power passenger seat with 

power lumbar. A separate cable and connection kit for the 120v auxiliary power is provided loose in the vehicle 

when center seat is deleted. 

9G8  DELETE DAYTIME RUNNING LAMPS AND AUTOMATIC HEADLAMPS - Exterior lamps are operated 

manually (see Interior/Exterior Lamps Control descriptive) 

6J7  FLASHER SYSTEM HEADLAMPS AND TAIL LAMPS - DRL compatible, headlamp flasher module with 

control wire to permit separate front and rear lamp flashing 



VK3  LICENSE PLATE - Front mounting package (included on orders with ship-to states that require front 

license plate) (see optional equipment illustrations section) 

6J3   WIRING - For grille lamps and siren speaker 

6J4  WIRING - For horn/siren circuit, in-line connection for customer furnished switch 

AKP  GLASS - Solar absorbing, non tinted 

RIK  NAMEPLATES - Black 

R9Y  FLEET FREE MAINTENANCE CREDIT - This option code provides a credit in lieu of the free oil changes, 

tire rotations and inspections (2 maximum), during the first 24 months and 24,000 miles period for this ordered 

vehicle. The invoice will detail the applicable credit. The Customer will be responsible for all oil changes, tire 

rotations and inspections cost for this vehicle. NOTE: Dealer is unable to credit customer on vehicles not originally 

ordered with (R9Y) option. 


